This mechanism has been
produced primarily from
Omnidoxical and interdoxical
concepts; the small degree of
concepts of Astrodoxical origin are
provided in black boxes; please
use The Institutional Dictionary of
Astronism to help with the defining
of terms in this Mechanism.
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Ultimation

Veltosis

Issue of ensoulment

Supernalism

Astrosynarianism

Transtellationism

Naturalism

Ensoulment occurs
at astroneira.

Ensoulment occurs at
mortal conception.

Ensoulment is
either rejected or is
not addressed.

Astronalitism

Prepneumia

Sempiternity

Veltisology

Distinctionism

Depadotheism

Ceaseria

Accrualism
Recrudescence

On the stipulation that
astrosis is achieved during
any one aperture.

Cosmosis
Naturalist
Mortalism
Stipulationist views on cosmosis:

Universal
cosmosis

Temporalism

Corporeal existence
Cosmic
animism
Astral
mediumship

Deathbed astrosis

Astranic
energy

Astronist
enrichment

Astrisation

Presentationism

Prismatics

Astrosis

Cocosmosis

Necronism

Cosmatra: capastrosis, pneumastrosis, psychastrosis, somastrosis

Lambency

Sufferation
Precursivism

Astrosity

Astrisability

Prismicity

Prismata

Activities of receptors:

Rejuvenescence

Proximation

The Psephate

Exporiginism

Grandeur
Admissional

Luminescence

Stellancy

Transmatism

Astriculture

Repudiation is the forsaking of one’s scope to the point
of irreparability, after which there is no chance for a
person to achieve astrosis; repudiation in the context
of all humanity is embodied by the Degradation.

Time

The Disephate/
The Repudate

Extrication – the process of the
potentialisation and fulfilment of the human
species by way of transcension as the Astronist
form and conception of salvation.

Wholeness

One’s
cosmism
(prelusivity)

- Unastronality

Cosmontology

Astralopia

negative

Scoperisation

- Deficience

Propellence

Merited
scope

Channel – any means by which astrosis or
transcension may be achieved; split between
physical, intellectual and spiritual channels.

Scope itself is without merit; one often need
not do anything to receive the opportunities
presented to us thanks to our preferment
but, of course, there are those times when
the opportunities afforded to us are brought
about by our own direct actions; what is
being referred to here is scope that emerges
on the back of pre-existent, determined
scope but is itself nonetheless earned; this
type of scope is called scope-on-scope,
double scope, or more technically, merited
scope; it is scope that is brought about by
action not merely by preferment.

Cicatrixes

Etherism

Durationality

Durationality is the extent to
which scope, either in singular
instances or when regarded
collectively, will last for;
debates continue regarding
this aspect of the limited nature
of scope among Astronists.

Proto-astrosis

(disproximation)
Preferment is a quality
identified in the human species
embodied by unmerited favour
in The Cosmos by way of our
evolution to sapience, thus our
intelligence rises above that of
all other species on Earth hence
allowing us to engage with both
scope and astronality.

Predetermination – the embodiment of determinism in Astronism as the
destiny of humankind to return to The Cosmos evidenced by the unique
evolution of humanity which in turn embodies the doctrine of preferment.

The proto-principle of
Astronism is the
statement at the basis
of the belief system; it
is the principle that
Astronism begins
from; it describes a
state or condition that
humanity is regarded
as redeemed from
through Astronism.

The scope of man is the prehistoric transformation
of humanity into a sapient species through our
earliest ancestors’ observation of the night sky, a
process regarded as occurring due to the preferred
status of humanity in The Cosmos and thus
launching humanity’s relations with the
astronomical world which are called the Sidereancy.

(diascensia)

Undisclosure
One of three transcensional
dynamics, the others being
transcension itself as well as
placementation.

Convergence
on transcension

Invocation of
transcension

Scopation

Astronist
atavism

Scope of man
(by way of cephaloncy and is a
demonstration of preferment)

Comet of life
(panspermia – exopanism)

Analepsis

Supersedence
of man

Promenation:
Astronism resets
humanity on the
course to
transcension.

Astronism’s
placement
of man

The proximation of all
society to the astronomical
world; compare with
cosmocentralisation.

Astrocentralisation

Astronomic Revolution
Transcension – The Great Struggle

Original
truth

Preventionists are those
individuals whom actively place
obstacles in the way of Astronist
endeavours to achieve
transcension; those knowns as
discontributors are neutral in
the endeavour of transcension,
they neither support
transcension nor impede it.

Pellucidity

The Degradation
A possibility
exists for a reset
to the placement
of man in order
to choose again
at Twilightide if
Sideria has not
occurred.

Preventionism

Contrarian
reversal

Controversion

Great Departation Space expansion

Astronarianism

Intendancy of the
Astronist Institution

(anthropic lifetime)

Occhiolity

Enkindlement
Pretranscension is the current state of humanity according
to Astronism’s proto-principle which is embodied by the
notion that humanity is both unfulfilled and existentially
lost due to our current inability as a species to expand
into the astronomical world as this endeavour is regarded
to be the existential purpose and destiny of humankind.

The associated condition of
humanity with the events of the
Controversion and the Siderine
Economy; pretranscensia
encompasses all that precedes
the elevation of man (elevatia).

Transcensia

Mobilisation

Vesperia

(humanity’s rebirth)

Reastration

Antipode

Preferment

The associated condition of
humanity during the process and
success of the elevation of man;
elevatia succeeds the condition of
pretranscensia yet precedes that
of transcensia itself.

Pretranscensia

Mobilisation

Twilightide

Preconditionalism

Resumption

Elevation of man
Starise

Scope
window

The Astronist endeavour to ensure that the
Humanic Exploration of The Cosmos occurs
without delay or obstacle, a situation not
regarded as guaranteed by the determined
course of The Cosmos and so Astronism regards
itself as responsible for the securement of.

Potentialisation

Prospect of
desolation

Elevatia

Koryfisis

Omnisation

Desolationism

Sideria

Contiguance

Recultivation
Scopeship

Negative extraterrestrialism

Rejects the notion of
an impending closure
of the scope window.

The doctrine of rebirthism
holds that what Astronism,
and particularly the
endeavour of transcension,
asks of humanity is
essentially a rebirth of the
species, one that hinges on
the choice made at
Twilightide and would
therein be characterised as
an astronomical rebirth.

Promenation: the
existence of Astronism
provides scope to
each individual human
being at birth.

Hands of
humankind

The dogma of the ultimacy of humankind is
regarded as achieved only through the
astronomical world with support from the
conferments of scope, stellancy, astronality,
merited scope, and propellence.

Analipsology
Astronism establishes the
discipline of analipsology in
order to deal with and study
the extensive process and
subprocesses that
transcension entails.

Anti-extraterrestrialism

Rebirthism

The state of
humanity as
redeemed from its
antipodal condition.

Cosmic dynamism

Star blessing

Asserts an imminent
closure for the scope
window but refrains
from specifying when.

Indefinitivist

It is held as a fundamental
principle among Astronists that
just as humankind evolved from
life that had its origins among
the stars, that it is the existential
purpose and destiny of humanity
to return to the astronomical
world in physical and spiritual
capacities, a principle embodied
by the Astronist maxim “up
above, return again.”

Retrosedence

Scope

Definitivist

Astral return

(personal lifetime)

As an
emotion

Lucence

Astral disposition

Isolism

(enscopement) | (corporealisation)

positive

Scoperisation

Transautisation

Some mechanism
keywords explained

Adoration

+ Repletion

Wonderism

Refulgeration

Astral
transcendence

Parentage

Veneration

Compliments

Repudiation

Astronality

Specifies an imminent
timeframe for the closure
of the scope window.

Ignitionism

Dilatism

Positive extraterrestrialism

Indefinitism

Ultradefinitivist

One’s birth

Refulgence

As a
virtue

Extensivism
Preliminism

Koryfication

Grand World

Astronality, astronomical
elixirs, exonism, indrucy,
prismata, scope, stellancy,
subsumption, wonderism.

Sentientism

Tricenturialism

Perpetuation

Ultimationism

Omnisation may cause setback in realising and achieving
the Ultimation due to other species not being as advanced
in their transcensional endeavour; therefore, it will take
more time for such species to undergo the necessary
processes to reach transcensia and then to perpetuate this
condition until the Ultimation may be realised and attained.

Portalism

Invisism

Sapienism

Definitism

(endued fate)

+ Connastronality

Prospection

Laudation

Divinoriginism

Noctcaelador

the existence of extraterrestrial life.

Sesquianism

Relatively
imminent

Astronaria

Intervenience

Cosmic filiation

Realisation

Against

For

Hemicenturialism
Centurialism

One’s
composition

Telescopy

Hypercosmism

Coruscation

Latency
Peregrinism

Astrosis
dimensions

Astropsychonautics

Instruments

Aperture
principle

Astroxia

Like at all other points in this Mechanism, the use of colour denotes the
origin and nature of the subject. The colouration of the astronality and
scope circulars in dark blue denotes their determined origins, meaning
that they are brought about by preferment, not by action; the light blue
colouration used on the outer segments of these circulars denotes
manifestations of either of these conferments; oppositely, the use of
purple for the stellancy and merited scope circulars denotes conferments
brought about by the making of opportunity or the actioning of scope
and hence not merely by preferment; the use of green in the circular for
propellence denotes this conferment’s provision directly by Astronism.

Stellition
Complacency

Astrovatism

Cometanality

Stellarity

Omnitarianism

Figureship

Psephation
Autotranscendence

Levels of astronality

Universe
within

Psepharianism

Astroneira

Imminent

Multisystemic
humanity

Exology

Degrees of imminence

One’s cosmisation
(death)

Exo-originism

Exotheology
Exonaturalism
Exonormal phenomena

Undisclosure

Remote

Views on astrotic elect:

Recoalescence Subsumption
Immersion
Pharency
Astrosis methodology
One’s chosen astrosis
methodology is their
personal stratagem for the
achievement of astrosis
(personal transcension or
analipsis); indeed, this is
distinct from the collective
stratagem presented by
Astronism for the astrosis
of all humanity (called
transcension).

(astral bliss)

(absolute freedom)

Theopsepharianism

Interdoxical

Exanthropy

The permeation
of scope down
through
descendent
generations by
means of
propagation.

4. Eleutia

Astrose is a verb which means to embark
upon or to participate in the endeavour of
achieving one’s astrosis.

Juvenile
vision

Epistemastry

5. Extrosis

(entry into the overworld)

Post-corporeal existence

Death

Abysmic
cosmosis

The Veltisine Economy, or the
Intendence of the Ultimation, is
the Astronist Institution’s intended
management of humanity’s
endeavour to perpetuate
transcensia and then to realise
and achieve its Ultimation.

(attribute)

Intervenial problem

Ultimation

Veltisine Economy

Exonic contact

Apeironism

Progency

(cosmic absorption)

3. Ingression

Three approaches to the process of union
with The Cosmos exist among Astronists.

Imperativism

Provisionalism

Monocosmism

Comet of death

The transhuman vision

6. Aporosis

(transmigration of the anima)

Invocation of
the cosmised

Life
extension

Productism

Cosmontism

Provenient

Circumscription

Veltisia

Astrodoxical

Provenience

Divinology

Omnicreativity

Exonic
possession

(cosmic cessation)

2. Astranthropy

Postastrosis

Physical
immortality
(immortalism)

Telluria

1. Cosmisation 7. Cosmosis
(release of the anima)

Astronist

Transanthropology

(The Seven Steps)

Transtellationist

Decomposition
Institutional views
on cosmosis:

Sidereum

Recosmist

Recosmisation

∞

Manipulation of
scope

Astrotheosis

Great Tumefaction

Cosmic
anastasis

Transhumanist/Cosmist

Acroscription

Origin
agnosticism

The Divine

Azurancy

Transcosmisation
Next aperture
(reastrosis)

Immutability

Veltisology

Paraworld

Cosmic cessation

Divinological infinity

Manumissionism

The belief that the astronomical
world is either literally or
intermediately the heaven spoken
of in many religions throughout
history as based on the widespread
notion of heaven existing above or
depicted in relation to the sky.

Urastrosis

The Degradation and the devolution of man are
sometimes confused with each other yet the latter
comprises only one part of the broader process of the
former; the Degradation is the overall decline of
humanity due to its aversion to transcension and
includes descension (which is embodied by the
devolution of man) and extinction (which is embodied by
the prospect, firstly, of Crepusculis and finally, Starfall).

Evenfall

Devolution of man
The events of the Crepusculis and Starfall are
also not to be confused with one another; the
Crepusculis entails a period of infighting among
human beings caused by the thinning out of
resources in the closed system of Earth while
Starfall follows on from this and entails the
prophesied extinction of humanity as a result of
humankind’s aversion to scope and transcension.

The possibility of a Rescope
Predetermination

(due to the original preferment)

If the comet of
death event
imminently occurs.

Crepusculis

Starfall

Analiptic agency
Astronism is analipsocentric, meaning
it focuses on the endeavour of
transcension; all other concepts,
including God and the soul, are
considered in relation to or in ways that
concern transcension by Astronists.

Siderine Economy
The Siderine Economy, or
the Intendence of
Transcension, is the
Astronist Institution’s
management of humanity’s
endeavour of transcension.

Mechanism key:
Event types
Environment key
Determined Cosmic
events

Terrestrial world
(closed system)

Scopic events

Astronomical world
(open system)

Contrarian events

Divinity

Views on humanity’s
current condition

Cosmic periphery
Optimum condition

Terarchianism: humanity is coming dangerously close to Sideria
(the event of the closing of the scope window).
Astronist orthodoxy: humanity has yet to overcome the choices at
Twilightide because the placement of man is yet to be completed.
Prolepticism: humanity has already chosen Evenfall yet still
remains redeemable by astronality, scope and propellence.
Analepticism: humanity has already overcome the choices at
Twilightide and so, the elevation of man has already begun.

Key for the phases of the plan of transcension
Unmanaged
transcension

Intendence of
Transcension

Veltisine
Intendence

